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Monetizing Gold Assets and Drill
Results Up Next
Stock up nearly 100% from December 2018
Lows

• KINTAVAR TO SELL ANIK GOLD PROPERTY
FOR $5M TO TOMAGOLD SPIN-OUT
CORPORATION
• KINTAVAR EXTENDS SURFACE COPPER
MINERALIZATION OVER 200 METERS ON
SHERLOCK, DRILLING ASSAYS PENDING
• DRILL RESULTS DUE SOON

Summary
Kintavar has put out
two significant news
releases so far this
month and the stock is
currently halted.
This past week
management decided
to monetize their gold
assets in Quebec by
selling their Anik gold
property to Tomagold.
This asset will be
combined with
Tomagold's Monster
Lake and surrounding
properties to form a
new publicly traded company called Monster Exploration Inc. The deal is valued at $5
million with Kintavar owning 14% of the newly formed company.
Kintavar's Anik gold project is adjacent to the Iamgold-Vanstar Nelligan gold project that
has been delivering exceptional assays – including a recently announced hole assaying 82
meters of over 3 g/t gold.

On the copper front at Mitchi, a few weeks ago Kintavar announced some assays
relating to new trenching that was done during November and December at the
Sherlock and Conan areas and the subsequent visuals relating to the drilling
underneath these trenches.
As detailed in the press release:
In the Sherlock area, eight (8) trenches intersected over tens of meters of the bornite,
chalcocite (nearly 80% copper by weight) and chalcopyrite mineralization within marble and calcsilicate horizons, while six (6) of the trenches returned grades of 1% Cu and higher in multiple
samples. The extension of the surface mineralization and the fertile lithological units by over 200
meters and the additional 7 drill holes, as can be seen in Figure 1 below, are confirming the
interpretationof many tightly folded parallel mineralized marble horizons. These horizons remain
open to the East and to the West and will be investigated by further drilling and trenching in 2019.
Drilling assays are expected in Q1.
In the Conan area, 3 km to the North of Sherlock, two (2) new trenches confirmed the extent of
the mineralization over 150 meters within marble horizons with the same characteristics as the
Sherlock area.

Assays should be available from the trenching and drilling in the coming weeks.
The fact that tightly folded parallel mineralized marble horizons were intercepted
in the drill holes bodes well for improved widths versus recent results from
Nasigon.

The share price is up 100% from the November/December lows and from the date I
issued a report on tax loss selling opportunities for Kintavar:
http://statesidereport.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/Kintavar-Exploration-ATremendous-Tax-Loss-Selling-Opportunity-November-2018.pdf

2019 should be an exciting year for Kintavar as they continue to expand this unique
stratiform copper deposit that has piqued the interest of some of the major copper
players.
Vince Marciano
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